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The eigenvalue problem H+ =M in quantum theory is conveniently studied by means of the partitioning
technique. It is shown that, if S is a real variable, one may construct a function 8& f(8) such that each
pair g and gi always bracket at least one true eigenvalue E. H 8 is chosen as an upper bound by means of,
e.g., the variation principle, the function 8~ is hence going to provide a lower bound. The reaction operator ~

associated with the perturbation problem B=Ho+ V for a positive-de6nite perturbation V is studied in some
detail, and it is shown that a lower bound to t may be constructed in a finite number of operations by using
the idea of "inner projection" closely associated with the Aronszajn projection previously utilized in the
method of intermediate Hamiltonians. Hy means of truncated basic sets one can now obtain not only upper
bounds but also useful lower bounds which converge towards the correct eigenvalues when the set becomes
complete. The method is applied to the Brillouin-type perturbation theory, and lower bounds may be ob-
tained either by pure expansion methods, by inner projections, or by a combination of both approaches
leading to perturbation expansions with estimated remainders. The applications to Schrodinger s perturba-
tion theory are also outlined. The method is numerically illustrated by a study of lower bounds to the ground-
state energies of the helium-like ions: He, Li+, 3+2, etc.

1. INTRODUCTION
' "

N quantum theory, the energy values of the sta-
tionary states of a physical system are determined

by the eigenvalues E of the time-independent Schro-
dinger equation

H% =M,
where the Hamiltonian H is a self-adjoint operator
(II&=H). For atomic and molecular systems, the ground
state and lower excited states correspond to a set of
discrete energy levels; the associated Hamiltonian is
hence bounded from below, and the spectrum starts
with a set of discrete eigenvalues. In addition to the
closed stationary states, there may further be scattering
states connected with a continuous part of the spectrum,
but we will here focus our interest on the discrete
energy levels.

In general, it is very difficult to solve the Schrodinger
Eq. (1) exactly, and it is then very important to be
able to "bracket" the exact eigenvalues E by means of
upper and lower bounds. Let us denote the eigenvalues
in increasing order by Ep EJ, E2, - ~ and the associated
normalized eigenfunctions by +p, +&, +2, ~ ~ ~, respec-
tively. Convenient upper bounds are provided by the
Rayleigh-Ritz variation principle, which says that the
expectation value

*This work was supported in part by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration under Research Grant No. 6—512 with
the University of Florida, and in part by King Gustaf VI Adolf's
70-Year Fund for Swedish Culture, Knut and Alice Wallenberg's
Foundation, and by the Aerospace Research I.aboratories, OAR,
through the European Office of Aerospace Research (OAR),
U. S. Air Force under Contract AF 61(052)—701 with Uppsala
University.' W. Ritz, J. Reine Angew. Math. 135, 1 (1909).
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gives an upper bound to Ep for arbitrary wave functions
C, and that it further gives an upper bound to E&, if
C is restricted to functions orthogonal to +p, an upper
bound to E2, if C is restricted to functions orthogonal
to %p and%'~, etc. In the treatment of the excited states,
the exact wave functions for the lower states are ap-
parently involved, and a practically more useful formu-
lation which avoids this difficulty has been given by
Hylleraas and Undheim' and by MacDonald. ' Intro-
ducing an arbitrary orthonormal set C~, C2, C3 C„of
order e and the associated eth-order energy matrix
having the elements

&»=(4'e [ITIC't) (3)

they have shown that its e eigenvalues are, in order,
upper bounds to the true eigenvalues Ep E],E2, ~ 'E

The problem of finding convenient lower bounds to
the eigenvalues EI, seems to be considerably more
dificult, and it has been approached in many di6erent
ways. In matrix theory, there are several theorems
available about localization of characteristic roots, and
the most well known is the Hadamard-Gershgorin
theorem' which says that, in each one of the complex
circles

[s &t,s[=P —[Jj'st[,

there is at least one eigenvalue E. For generalizations
and surveys of the rich literature in this Geld, we will
refer to the recent papers by Mine' and Householder. 6

s E. A. Hylleraas and B. Undheim, Z. Physjic 65, 739 (f930)' J. K. L. MacDonald, Phys. Rev. 43, 830 (1933),
4 See, e.g., K. Bodewig, Matrix Calcnlus {North-Holland Pub-

lishing Co., Amsterdam, 1956), p. 57.
'H. Mine, Report from the Mathematics Department, Uni-

versity of Florida, 1961 (unpublished).
6 A. S.Householder, Mathematics Research Center, U. S. Army,

University of Wisconsin, Publication No. 12, 1963 (unpublished).
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It is evident that this approach is useful in connection
with the Schrodinger equation only if the underlying
basis is complete and one deals with infinite matrices.

Other studies are based on the concept of the width
AJI of the Hamiltonian defined by the expression

(AH)s=
i
(HC —(H)C) i'(dx)

= (HC i HC) —(C i
H

i
e)'& 0,

with (4 ~Ci)=1. This quantity vanishes if and only if
4 is an eigenfunction to II. Introducing the value EJ of
the first excited state, Temple' has given the following
lower bound:

(AH)'
Eii& (H)—

Ei—(H)

provided that the approximation is so good that
(II)&Ei. Using a similar approach, D. H. %einstein'
has shown that the eigenvalue E~, situated closest to
(H) satisfies the relation

(H) AII&Ei, &(H—)+AH.

Another modification has been given by Stevenson. '
Formulas of these types have been used in determining
lower bounds for the ground-state energy of the helium

atom. ' Some illustrative examples have further been
given by Bailey and Kinsey. "

An entirely different approach to the problem of lower
bounds has been taken by Alexander %einstein" and
his school by using the method of so-called "inter-
mediate" Hamiltonians. There is constructed a set of
operators H(') &B(2)&A"(') & . ~ &II converging to-
wards the given Hamiltonian, and the associated
eigenvalues in order then fulfill the inequalities

E,(~)(E (9)(E,(3)(.. .(E',.

providing a set of lower bounds converging towards
the exact eigenvalue. The method is very forceful and

may be applied to systems with various types of con-
straint. For a Hamiltonian of the form H=Hs+U,
where V is a positive-dednite perturbation, one may

' G. Temple, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A119, 276 (1928);
T. Kato, J. Phys. Soc. Japan 4, 415 (1949); Math. Ann. 126, 253
(1953).' D. H. Weinstein, Proc. Natl. Aced. Sci. U. S. 20, 529 (1934).

1' A. F. Stevenson, Phys. Rev. 53, 199 (1938); A. F. Stevenson
and M. F. Crawford, Phys. Rev. 54, 375 (1938).

'OT. Kinoshita, Phys. Rev. 115, 366 (1959); A. Froman and
G. G. Hall, J.Mol. Spectry 7, 410 (1961).; G. L. Caldow and C. A.
Coulson, Proc. Cambridge Phil. Soc. 57, 341 (1961);C. L. Pekeris,
Phys. Rev. 126, 1470 (1962).

» T. L. Bailey and J. L. Kinsey, Technical Note No. 45,
Uppsala Quantum Chemistry Group, 1960 (unpublished).

"For references to the rich literature in this Geld see, e.g. ,
A. Weinstein, Proceedings of the International Conference on
Partial Differential Equations and Continuum Mechanics No. 5,
Mathematics Research Center, U. S. Army, University of Wis-
consin, 1961 (unpublished).

2. OUTER AND INNER PROJECTIONS;
ORDERING THEOREMS FOR

EIGEN VALUES

Outer Projections Let 0 be. an arbitrary projection
operator characterized by the relations

0'-=0, Of=0, Tr(0) =rs, (10)

and which selects a certain subspace of the Hilbert
space of finite or infinite order e. For the moment, it is
not necessary to specify the explicit form of this opera-
tor. I et us further consider a self-adjoint operator 2
bounded from below having the eigenvalues aI, and the
normalized eigenfunctions n~ ..

%e will define the "outer projection" 2 of this operator
with respect to the subspace 0 by the relation

A. =OAO.

It is evident that every function in the complementary
subspace associated with the projection operator (1—0)
is an eigenfunction of A associated with the eigenvalue
0, but these functions are usually of little use. Instead
we will concentrate our interest on the eigenfunctions
N~ situated within the subspace 0:

(ui, j us) = 1. (13)

For these functions, one has the theorem that the eigen-
values of 2 are upper bounds to the eigenvalues of A

"N. Aronszajn, Proceedings of the Symposium Spectral Theory
snd Diiferential Problems, Stillwater, Oklahoma, 1951 (un-
published).

"N. W. Bazley, Phys. Rev. 120, 144 (1960); J. Math. Mech.
10, 289 (1961);N. W. Bazley and D. W. Fox, J. Res. Natl. Bur.
Std (U. S.) 65B, 105 (1961);Phys. Rev. 124, 483 (1962);J. Math.
Phys. 3, 469 (1962); Arch. Ratl. Mech. Anal. 10, 352 (1962);
J. Math. Phys. 4, 1147 (1963); Rev. Mod. Phys. 35, 712 (1963).
See also, e.g. , J. Hersch, Pacific J. Math. 13, 1229 (1963); Arch.
Ratl. Mech. Anal. 12, 361 (1963);J. Math. Phys. 43, 15 (1964)."P. O. Lowdin, J. Math. Phys. 3, 969 (1962);J. Mol. Spectry.
10, 12 (1963);13, 326 (1964).

consider the intermediate Hamiltonians:

H(ni —H + li'1/20(nl Pl(s

where 0'"& is the operator for the orthogonal projection
on an arbitrary subspace of order rs, which for ~s —+~
converges towards the identity operator. "Many funda-
mental problems in quantum theory have, in this way,
been studied by Bazley and Fox."

In this paper, we will use a new tool in the study of
upper and lower bounds to energy eigenvalues. In the
partitioning technique" for solving the Schrodinger
equation, there exists a 6rst-order iteration procedure
Bi+i f{8s)——which generates a set of numbers hp hi,
h2, 83, ~ such that between any two consecutive
numbers there is at least one true eigenvalue E. Such a
series provides hence upper and lower bounds, and the
main problem is to evaluate the quantities involved.
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in order:
~a~ ~k. (14)

O=f~-zft

=Z If~)~ '»(f~l
(19)

(see Appendix A). The infinite set (fz,fz, fz, ) is
complete, if and only if the associated projection
operator is identical with the identity operator, in
which case (19) represents a "resolution of the identity. "

It is often convenient to choose an orthonormal basis
+= (C»,C»,C», C ) with (C»IC't)= 4t, and the projec-
tion operator has then the form 0= +@t=gylC'1)(C'I I.
Within this subspace the outer projection A=OAO is
then exactly represented by the rsth-order matrix A
having the elements A~~ ——(C~IA IC~), obtained by
truncation from the infinite-order matrix A. In this
case, the ordering theorem (14) says that the char-
acteristic roots aI, of any finite matrix are, in order,
upper bounds to the e lowest eigenvalues u~ and that,
further, these upper bounds decrease with increasing
order of the matrix. This gives a new proof of the
previously quoted theorem by Hylleraas and Undheim'
and by MacDonald. '

In conclusion, we note that the eigenvalue problem
(13) for the operator A = OAO is also closely associated
with the problem of finding the extreme values of the

The proof is very simple. According to the variation
principle, one has

az=(uzlA Iuz)&(uzlA Iui)=(uzlOtAOluz)
=(uzlA. lug)= az. (15)

Next, we will consider the auxiliary function &p=uzPz

+uzPz subject to the conditions

(uzi q)=(uzlu, )P,+(u, lu, &Pz
——0,

(~I~)= Ip I'+lp'l=l,
and satisfying the relation Op= p. Since p is assumed
orthogonal to n~, the variation principle gives

a, &(~IA I ~)=(O&IA IO~)=(v IO'AOI v)
=(~IA I v)=(uzPz+uzP2IA IuzPz+uzPz) (17)
= az I pz I'+az I pz I'«z.

Next, we will consider the auxiliary function q = uzPz

+uzpz+uzpz subject to the conditions (uzi p)= (uzi p&

=0, (p I &p) = 1, and satisfying the relation 0y= y, and
the variation principle gives immediately

a3& u3, etc.

The projection operator 0 may be de6ned in different
ways. If f= (f,,fz, f3 f„) is a set of n linearly inde-
pendent vectors in Hilbert space having the metric
matrix 4= ftf, i.e., hqt ——(fI, I fq), and spanning the sub-
space M„, then the projection operator associated with
this manifold is given by the relation

A Njt: —GA:Qk&

The variation principle gives immediately

(22)

az&(~z I
A

I »)«» I
I'I») = ~ i (23)

Next one considers the auxiliary function y= wzPz+ezPz
subject to the conditions (uzi &p)=0, (yl p)=1. Since p
is orthogonal to u~, the variation principle gives

az«~IA I ~)«~IIll v )
(»pl+ ~2pz I

&
I »pi+ z'zpz)

= f z IPz I'+f z IPz I'&f z.

(24)

Next one considers the auxiliary function y= n,P,+nzP2
+~zpz, subject to the conditions (uzi p)=(u2I p)=0,
(&p I &p) = 1, and the variation principle gives

as& b3, etc. (25)

The ordering theorem (21) is of fundamental importance
in Weinstein s approach using the method of inter-
mediate problems. "

Inner Projections Let us c.onsider a self-adjoint
operator A, which is also assumed to be positive-de6nite
so that A &0. If the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are
denoted by uA, and n&, respectively, one has the spectral
resolution

A =Z~ aalu')(uzi, (26)

where cI,&0. One can further de6ne the "positive
square root" by the relation

A'"=pa aP'Iu~)(uzi, (27)

and this operator may then be used to define the so-
called "inner projection"

A '= A'"OA'~',

which satis6es the important inequality

0(A'&A.

(2g)

(29)

In order to prove this statement, we observe that every

integral I=(ulA I u)/(ulu) for functions u which be-
long to the subspace of 0, i.e., satisfying the condition
ON= u. This problem is further discussed in Appendix B.

Inequalities for operators Le.t us consider two self-
adjoint operators A and 8 which are both bounded from
below. One is using the inequality notation

A&8, (20)

if (q I
A I &p) & (q I

8
I q ) for all possible y, and, further, the

domain of 8 belongs entirely to the domain of A. If
the eigenvalues of A and 8 are denoted by a& and bI„
respectively, one has the theorem

(21)

in order. We note that (21) is a consequence of (20),
whereas the reverse is in general not true. The proof
of (21) is simple and. starts from the eigenvalue
relations
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A'=A'"fcL 'ftA'" (32)

where b =ftf=(flf& is a finite matrix of order rs

Making the substitution f= A)I'g, one obtains the
alternative form

A'=A ga-'gtA, (33)

where cL ' is now the inverse of the matrix 4= gtAg
= (gl A

I g&. This important form is due to Aronszajn, "
who derived it by considering a linear space having a
scalar product [g~,gq]=(g~IA lg~). If one instead makes
the substitution f=A '~'h, one obtains another form

A'= ha-'h t, (34)

where cL= htA 'h=(hlA 'Ih), which has been used
particularly by Bazley. '4 Ke note that the three forms

(32), (33), and (34) are essentially equivalent, except
for the domains of the operators involved. In Eq. (9)
one has utilized the inner projection of a positive-defi-
nite perturbation U and, according to (29), one has

projection operator 0 satisfying (10) is necessarily
positive-definite:

(&lol &&=(&lo I &&=(&lotol &&

=(Orlop &&0.

Since the same applies to the projection operator for
the orthogonal complement P= 1—0&0, one gets
finally the inequality

o&o&t,
i.e., 0&(q Iol rp)((y y). Replacing q by A'~'y, this
gives 0&(q IA'"OA"' q &&(&plA I p), which proves the-
orem (29).

The inner projection on a linear manifold M„char-
acterized by the projection operator (19) is hence

T=P[cr 0+P(B H)P]—'P,
for n/0, and given the symbolic notation

T= P/(8 H), —

(39)

(40)

where 8 is a variable which may vary over the real
axis or over the entire complex plane. It is easily shown
that it satis6es the following equations:

OT= TO=0,

P(8 FI)T=P. —
(41)

(42)

Let us now consider the auxiliary function P=P, ,
defined by the relation

(43)

Multiplying (43) to the left by the operator P(h H)—
and using (42), one obtains P(8 H)rt), =PH—q. Sub-
stituting P= 1—0= 1—

I y&(y I, one gets, further,

(@ ~~)4+&(~IHIP'.&=H~ ~(~IHI ~&, (44)

where we have utilized the fact that (pig(8)&=0 ac-
cording to (41). Introducing the new notation

@r=(~ IH I ~&+(~ IH I ee&,

satisfying the relations

0'=0, Ot=o, Tr(0)=1.
It is further convenient to introduce the projection
operator P= 1—0 for the orthogonal complement
satisfying the relations

P'=P Pt=P, OP=PO=O. (38)

The key operator" in the treatment is the "reduced
resolvent" T defined strictly by the equation

H(') &H(') &H(3) & ~ &H one can write (44) in the simple form

The ordering theorem (21) gives then

g (&)&jv i2)&g (3)«. . . jv~ (36)

i.e., a set of lower bounds converging towards the true
eigenvalue. These relations form the essential basis for
the work carried out by Bazley and Fox."

The method of "intermediate Hamiltonians" based
on the inequalities (20) and (21) is a very powerful
tool for determining lower bounds, but it has the difFi-

culty that one necessarily must know the eigenvalues

aI, and bI, ie order, since otherwise (21) becomes mean-

ingless. In the following, we will utilize the ideas of
outer and inner projections at the same time as we will

try avoiding a specific ordering of the eigenvalues.

(H &)( +4'(h)) = (h h) (46)

The function @s=p+Pe may be denoted as the "trial
wave function" associated with the parameter h and
characterized by the "intermediate" normalization

(q I+a&=1, which is valid both for the discrete and
continuous part of the spectrum. Here we will concen-

3. PARTITIONING TECHNIQUE;
BRACKETING THEOREM

In order to solve the Schrodinger equation (1), we will

introduce a normalized reference fuectioe q, (y rp) = 1,
and the associated projection operator 0= q )(q I, Fro. 1. The bracketing function Sr= f(a)
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trate our interest on the discrete levels. Ke note that
+o satis6es the Schrodinger equation (1), if and only
if Bg= b=E:

(H E)+—e 0. ——
FIG. 2. Graphical demon-

stration of the bracketing
theorem,

(48)
based on the Aitken-Samuelson formula, ":

In general, 8, is a function of 8 defined by (43) and
(45) or by the relation

8,=(&IH+H(F/(8 H))—H
I o )=f(8).

The eigenvalues satisfy the equation E=f(E).
means of (46), one now finds easily the expectation
value of JI with respect to the trial function +e ..

(8i—8o)'
g

8o—28i+ 8o
(53)

(~.IH —8I~.)
(H,o), =8+

(+.I+.)
= 8+ (8i—8)/(I+(e. I &.))

(49)

and the iterations take the form bo, 8~, 82, 80*, 8~*, 82*,
80**, h~**, 82 *.

, etc. An alternative procedure is based
on Newton-Raphson's tangential method for solving an
equation of the type F(E)=0:

If one constructs the curve corresponding to 8i f(8),——
it has a series of vertical asymptotes usually situated
at the eigenvalues of the outer projection PHP and
the horizontal asymptote 8i= (oo I

H
I p); see Fig. 1. For

the derivative, one obtains

f'(8) = (v IH(F/—(8 H)')HI v»—

= -(~.l~.)«;

8*=8—F (8)/F'(8) (54)

P««ng F(8)= 8 f(8)= 8——8i and using (50), one
obtains F'(8) =1+(golpo), and (54) leads then to an
expression identical with the expectation value (49),
so that

(+.I+.)i.e., the derivative is always negative and the curve
descending. On each branch of the curve, there is exactly
one crossing point (E;E) between the line 8i= 8 and
the curve 8i= f(8).The geometrical construction shows
that, for any value of 8 associated with a particular
branch, there is a value 8i such that the pair (8,8i)
brackets the true eigenvalue E of the branch involved.

Analytically this may be proven by putting 8i E+ei-—
and 8=E+e, and the use of Lagrange's mean-value
theorem gives then

There is hence a close connection between the tangential
construction in (54) and the quantum-mechanical varia-
tion principle. "

Resolvent Operator Formulas In the . previous section,
we have used the "reduced" resolvent T defined by (39)
and (40), and the question is whether similar formulas
can be derived using the full resolvent (8—H) '. For
this purpose, we will introduce the function

x=(8-H) '~, (56)E+e,=f(E)+of'(E+ee),
subject to the condition that the scalar products (ool x)
and (x I y) should exist. If the Hamiltonian H has the
eigenvalues EI, and the eigenfunctions 0'~, and the
latter are associated with the projection operators OA,= it~i, )(+i I, one has the fundamental relations

ei ——ef '(E+ ee),

where 0&0&1. This formula indicates that e and c~

have diRerent signs, which proves the bracketing
theorem.

The function (48) may be used to construct a first-
order iteration process. Starting out from a speci6c
number 80, one de6nes the set

H =&„Egok, (5&)

8i= f(8o)
8o=f(8i),

corresponding to the "resolution of the identity" and
the spectral resolution of the operator H, respectively.
A function f(H) of the operator H is defined by the

(52) relation f(H)=+If(Ei)Oo, and for the resolvent one

8i+i= f(8~)

According to (51), any two consecutive values 8& and
8~+~ are then going to "bracket" a true eigenvalue E.
The series is convergent if

I f I (1, whereas it is di-
vergent if

I
f'

I )1. In both cases, the first-order process
may be replaced by a second-order iteration process

FIG. 3.Application of the Newton-
Raphson method.

"A. C. Aitken, Proc. Roy. Soc. (Edinburgh) 46, 2g9 (1925);
P. A. Samuelson, J. Math. 8z Phys. 24, 131 (1945).
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has particularly

(8—H) '=Qg(b —Lp) 'Op. (58)

If 8 is approaching a particular eigenvalue 8, the co-
efficient for the associated projection operator 0„ is
"blowing up,

" and one obtains

x
lim (59)' '"(v Ix) (p I+-&

showing that the function x/(oplx) goes over into an
eigenfunction.

The connection between the two approaches is
rendered by Eq. (46) which gives

+(&)= (@ ~ )(~ ~&) 'v—, (6o)
= (g—hi)x

&'o= v o+ TH v o= (1+TU) q o,

Bi=(qplH+HTHI pp&

=Ep+(apl V+ VTV
I cpo&.

(66)

perturbation V is here not necessarily assumed to be
small. As reference function p, we will choose the nor-
malized eigenfunction pp of Hp associated with the
unperturbed eigenvalue Ep under consideration, so that
Hppp=Eppp. It is here not necessary to introduce all
the eigenfunctions to Hp, for our considerations it is
sufficient to introduce a single eigenfunction yp, the
associated projection operator 0=

I &pp&(qpl, and the
projection operator for the orthogonal complement P
= 1—O. Since Tq p= 0, one gets the simplification TH pp
= T(Hp+ V) happ= T(Ep+ V) (pp= TV(pp. Using (43) and
(48), one obtains the reduced formulas

i.e., the previous trial function 4($) is proportional to
x.Further, since 1=(opl+o)= (h —hi)(q lx), one obtains

(61)= h —(o I (~—H) '
I v» ',

In this connection, it is convenient to introduce the
wave operator W and the reaction operator t through the
relations

W=1+TV, (68)

(69)t= V+VTV= UW,which relation replaces (48) and gives

+p=x/(v Ix&. (62) and (66) and (67) can then be written in the form

&*=6—(v Ix)/(xlx). (64)

In summary, we have hence the following four relations:

(&—H)x= v;
+o=(v ix)-'x;
hi= h —(o lx) ';
h*= h —(o Ix&(xlx) '

(65)

The first is an inhomogeneous equation defining the
function x, the second defines the trial function %(B),
the third is connected with the bracketing theorem, and
the fourth with the variation principle. It is hence
possible to develop a theory based on the use of the
complete resolvent (h —H) ' but, from practical points
of view, it is often more convenient to carry out the
limiting procedure 8 —+ EI, in a formalism based on the
"reduced" resolvent T=P/(8 H). This applies par-—
ticularly to the considerations in perturba, tion theory. ' '

4. PERTURBATION THEORY. WAVE AND
REACTION OPERATORS

In perturbation theory, one assumes that the Hamil-
tonian may be written in the form H =Hp+ V, where the

'6~ G. Speisman, Phys. Rev. 107, 1180 (1957); Ql. H. Young
and N. H. March, Phys. Rev. 109, 1854 (1957); R. Yaris, J.
Chem. Phys. 40, 1891 (1964).

By means of (61), it is easily proven that b and hi
bracket a true eigenvalue E. Introducing the function

P(@)=«lx) '=(o I(@—H) "I p) ', (63)

one finds that the eigenvalues satisfy the relation
F (E)=0 and that the Newton-Raphson rule (54) takes
the form

+o= Wo o, @i=Eo+(q o I
t

I ~o). (70)

The operators 8' and 3 will here be considered as func-
tions of the parameter 8, and 8 and S~ will be used to
bracket the true eigenvalues E. According to (49) and
(55), one obtains, further, the expectation value

&i- &p
h*=(EX.„&, = h+

1+ qo VT'V po(

(pop I
V+ UT V+ (8 Ep) UT'U

I
pop—

&

gp
1+ (o o I

vT'v
I &,)

To P/(8 Hp) . —— —(72)

The notation is, of course, symbolic, and Tp is more
strictly defined by the relation

To=Pate 0+P(h Hp)P j 'P— —

analogous to (39). For an inverse operator, one has the
identity

(A 8) '= A '+A 'P (A P—)——— — —(73)

which is easily proven by multiplying both members to
the right by (A P). Putting A=n 0+P(—h —H,)P
and B=PVP in (39), one obtains the identity

T= To+ToVT= To(1+VT) ~ (74)

Ke note that, for 8~= 8=E, the wave operator trans-
forms the unperturbed eigenfunction into the per-
turbed one, whereas the expectation value of the
reaction operator gives the energy shift.

In addition to T, it is now feasible to introduce the
reduced resolvent Tp for the unperturbed Hamiltonian
Hp.
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By means of (69), this gives, further

TU= T0t,

t= V+VTot.

(75)

(76)

the sum (79) intact and estimating the remainder:

OI OI,—To=2 — + 2
I=p+1 QI,0—

t= (V '—To) ' (77)

The last relation is the well-known Lippmann-Schwinger
equation'7 which is here presented in a derivation given
by Ohno. "From (76), one obtains (1—VTo)t= V and
(V '—To)t=1, provided V ' exists. Hence one has 1

+ {P—Q Os'}=——To(p).
j@~0 g +~10 g

The quantity —To(p) for p=0, 1, 2, . gives hence a
convenient upper bound for the operator —T0, we note
that this approach is closely analogous to the "method
of truncation" of II0 introduced by Bazley and Fox."
The formula (84) may be used to obtain a lower bound
for T0 if an exact evaluation for some reason turns out
to be difficult.

Some irleqlalities for oPerators. I.et us start by con-
sidering two self-adjoint operators 3 and 8 which
satisfy the inequality

which relation forms the starting point for our treat-
ment of lower and upper bounds for the energy
eigenvalues.

S. UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDS FOR
THE REACTION OPERATOR

Estimates of To. In order to treat To, it may tem-
porarily be convenient to introduce the eigenvalues EI,
to H0, the eigenfunctions +J,', and the associated projec-
tion operators Oso ——

~
&pro)(qso~ . Assuming that the

of eigenfunctions
~
pro) is complete, one has the folio

resolution of the identity:

1 g0o
@=0 1.e.)

A&B, (85)

according to the definition in (20), so that (p~A
~ y))(y ~

8
~
p). Replacing p by Qp, where Q is an arbitrary

(78) linear operator, one obtains(q ~QMQ~ lp))(y)QtBQ) y)&

The summation sign implies that one should sum over
the discrete eigenvalues and integrate over the con-
tinuous part of the spectrum. Analogous to (58), one
obtains for the reduced resolvent

T,=
8—IIo l.=l 8 El,o—

where we have omitted the term associated with y0
because of the operator I'. In the following, we will

assume that &p0 is associated with the grolrsd state of
80 and that the variable 8 is subject to the condition

8&8,0.

This implies that all the denominators in (79) are
negative and that T0 is hence a negative-delnite
operator

To&o. (81)

Arranging the eigenvalues in order, E0 &E1 &E2
&E30& ~ ~ ~, one has

which is a very useful theorem.
Previously we have considered the identity (73), and

we will now study the two identities for (A —8) ' which
are valid for the left-inverse and right-inverse,
respectively:

(A 8) '=A'+—A '8-(—A 8) '—(87)—

(A —8) '—=A '+(A 8) 'BA—-
They are easily proven by multiplying the two relations
by (A 8) to the righ—t and left, respectively. Substitut-
ing the second identity into the right-hand member of
the first, one obtains the "symmetric" identity

(A 8)—l—A
—l+A

—lBA—l+A —18(A 8)—18A—l (89)

which will be used to derive upper and lower bounds
for operators.

I.et us start by considering two operators A and 8
which are positive-dehnite and satisfy the inequality

3&B&0. (90)
1/(Elo 8))1/(Eso —8) & 1/(E—so h) ) . (82)—It follows that the operators A ' and 8 ' exist, are

positive, and satisfy the inequality

g—1&+—1

Hence one obtains the estimate

(91)

A simple proof is based on the symmetric identity (89)
which gives

Ok' OI0 1—To= Z &P =— (1—Oo');
k=1 Es @k=1Ei —$ Elo—h — (83)

To& I'/(Elo 8) . — —
A still better bound is rendered by keeping p terms in

"B.A. Lipplnann and J. Schwinger, Phys. Rev. 79, 469 (1950).
's K. Ohno, Lecture in Uppsala, 1957 (unpublished).

8 '= [A (A —8)j—'—— —
=—A '+A '(A —8)A—'

+A l(A 8)B '(A B)A l —(92)—
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U-1& T, . (95)

In the following, we will mainly consider the case of
a positive definite perturbation V, and the inequality
(95) is then always fulfilled. From (94) follows that
t—'= V—'—To) V ')0, and application of (91) gives
then immediately

0(t& U. (96)

The perturbation U is hence an upper bound for the
reaction operator t.

Next we will try to improve the lower bound for t.
Putting a= t'/'po and b= t '/'po into Schwarz inequality

l(a lb& I'&(a la&(b Ib)~ one obtains

1= I(«I «&I'= l(t'"«lt '"«)I'&(«Itl «)(«lt 'I «),
and further

(o oltl o o»(«lt 'I «) ' (97)

for any positive-definite operator t. Substituting the
expression (94) for t ' and observing that To&po= 0, one

gets the lower bound

(o, I
U-

I
«&- . (97 )

This means that the quantity Eo+(gaol V 'I «) ' is a
lower bound to the true ground-state energy. The
formula is useful if U ' is a simple operator as, for
instance, in the He atom and the H~ molecule with
V= e'/r». This lower bound was first derived by
8azley'4 using the method of intermediate Hamiltonians.

Still better lower bounds for t may be derived by
using the idea of the "inner projection" as developed in
connection with formulas (32), (33), and (34). Intro-
ducing a linear manifold f=(fi,fo, fo, f„) with the
metric matrix ~=ftf, one can define the inner projec-
tion t' of t with respect to this subspace by the formula

t1/2f ~—1f$ t1/2 (98)

This operator is positive-definite and satisfies the in-

equality t'(t, so it provides actually a lower bound for

Since (A 8—) and 73 ' are positive-definite, the two
last terms are positive-definite, which proves that
P—ling —1

Upper and lower bounds to the reaction operator. Ac-
cording to (70), the two quantities h and hi, which
bracket a true eigenvalue E, are connected by the
relation

R=Eo+(«It I v'o). (93)

It is easy to give upper and lower bounds for the last
term in the case when the reaction operator t is positive

definite. As before, we will assume that B&Eio, i.e.,
that the condition (80) is fulfilled, which implies that
To is negative-definite. According to (77), one has the
relation

U '—&o

which means that t ' (and hence t) will be positive
definite, if and only if

t. Making the substitutions

t-'~'f= g t'~'f= h

one obtains the alternative forms

t'=tgA 'gtt, 4= gttg,

(99)

(100)

a=(hit-'lh&
=(hl V—'—Tolh).

(103)

The entire problem is thus here reduced to the evalua-
tion of the finite set (V '—To) h for an arbitrary choice
of the set h. This problem may be handled in several
different ways, and a few hints for the practical treat-
ment will be indicated below.

Evaluation of tower bounds. If the exact treatment of
the operator To turns out to be practically difficult, it
may be feasible to use the relation (84), which together
with (94) leads to the inequality

0&t—'& U '—To(p),

where —To(p) is an upper bound to —To, which may
be evaluated if one knows the eigenfunctions q

' for
n=1, 2, p and the eigenvalues E ' for +=1, 2,

. .p p+1'
~

I o -'&(~-'I—To(p) =Z
+=1 P o—h

+ {J'—Z I ~.o)(&.ol ~. (105)
E„+1—8

Using (86) and (91), one obtains finally

0& 4= htt 'h(ht(V-' —To(p))h,
and

t'= ha —'h» h(h I
U-' —T, (p) I h) 'ht, (107)

(106)

which gives a convenient lower bound for the operator
t'. All these expressions may further be transformed to
alternative forms by suitable linear transformations of
the set h= (hi, ho h„).

Substitution h= Ui. The introduction of the trans-
formation h= Vi into (101) and (107) leads to the

t'= hA —'ht a= htt —'h. (101)

The form (100) will be callecl the Aronszajn projection, "
and we will call the space g= (gi,go, g„) an Aronszajn
space, whereas the form (101) will be called a Bazley
projection and the associated spa, ce h= (hi, ho h„) a
Bazley space.

Because of the simplicity of relation (94), it seems
as if the Bazley projection would be of particular im-
portance in evaluating lower bounds. One has

(o oltl «»(oolt'I «)
n

=(«lh& 'h
I «&= Z («I4&(& ')kl(hil «), (102)

Ib, t=1

where 6—' is the inverse of the eth-order matrix
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relations

t'= ViA 'itv; A= it(V —VToU)i;

t') vi(il v—vT, (p) vl i&-&itv.
6. UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDS FOR

EIGENVALUES IN THE BRILLOUIN-
TYPE PERTURBATION THEORY

The elements of the matrix,

&il v —VTo(p)vli&
For the sake of simplicity, we will in this section

limit ourselves to consider only positive-dehnite per-
turbations U&0, but many of the arguments may be
extended to a more general case. Ke will further assume
that the parameter 8 fulllls the condition 8(E~', so
that —Tp) 0 according to (81); the reaction operator t

is then also positive definite and fulfills the inequality

~ &2I ~-')(2 -'I i)= &il Uli&+2 +
jv„

«&il v'li& —2 &2I vl p-'&&o -'I Uli&), (1«)

worthwhile to try to optimize the choice—instead it is
usually more practical to extend the subspace by in-
creasing its order.

(109)

are of the same type as those occurring in perturbation
theory and are comparatively easily evaluated. If the
operator Hp has a completely discrete spectrum, one
can improve the accuracy of (110) to any degree
desired, but if part of the spectrum has continuous
character, the treatment of the associated integrals
requires a great deal of care and may cause additional

difhculties.

Substitutio22 h= (a—Hp) j. There exists a transforma-
tion h= (a—Hp)j, where a is an arbitrary constant, by
means of which it is possible to partly eliminate the
eRect of the denominator in the reduced resolvent Tp
=P/(8 Ho). Subs—titution of this transformation into
(101) gives the alternative form

t'= (a—Hp)jL —'jt(a —Ho),

a= (j I (a—Hp) V—'(a—Hp)
—(a Hp)Tp(a —Hp) I j). (112)

One has

(/2 Hp) Tp= (a 8)Tp+ (0+P) (8—Hp)Tp
= (a—h)Tp+O(8 Ep)Tp+P= (—a—8)Tp+P,

and further

(a—Hp) To(a—Hp) = (a—to)2To+P(2a to Hp)— —
= (+—8)2To+ (2+ @ Ho) (2a—8 Eo)O (1—13)

0&/( V. (115)

t= V+VTpt= V+tTpV
= V+VToV+VTotTov.

Iteration leads to the formula

(116)

2n —1
t= V Q (TpU) "+(VTp)"t(TpV)", (117)

which is a geometrical series with a remainder term.
For e= ~, one obtains the in6nite series

t= V Q(T,V)'
k=p

= V+VTpV+VTpVTpU+

%e note that the terms of odd order have a factor V in
the middle and that, according to (86), they are positive-
definite, whereas the terms of even order have a Tp in
the middle and are negative-definite. For V)0, the
Brillouin-type expansion is hence an alternating series.

In order to investigate the convergence of (118), it
is convenient to use the more symmetric form

The Brillouin-type perturbation series is based on
relation (76):

which leads to the formula t —Ul/2 Q (Ul/2T Ul/2) kvl/2 (119)
~= &j I

(~-H,) v-~(~—H,) I j&
—(~—&)'&jl Tolj&—&jl2~—&—Holj)

+(2~—~—Eo)&jl 2 p&&o olj& (114)

There is still a term containing Tp, but it may be esti-
mated by using (105) and diminished by using a value
of the constant a close to the upper bound 8; one may
actually put a= 8. These examples may be enough to
illustrate how one can derive alternative forms for the
operator t'. Ke note that it is necessary that the sets
f, g, h, i, and j belong to the proper domains of the
operators involved, but that they otherwise may be
chosen arbitrarily. The lower bounds are going to vary
with the choice of the subspace, but as a rule it is not

having the self-adjoint "quotient" U'~'TpV"~, which is
negative-delnite. The series is convergent, if and only if

—1&V'/2Tov'/2&+1, (120)

where the right-hand part is automatically fulhlled. I'or
V& 0, this gives the condition —Tp& V ' and, according
to (94), t '= V '—To(2V—', i.e.,

t) —.,' V. (121)

This result implies e.g. , that the operator series (118)
may be convergent only if the energy shift is larger
than —2, &22pl Vl happ). The convergence criterion will be
further studied in Appendix C.
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Substituting the infinite power-series expansions in
TpU into Eqs. (70), one obtains the fundamental for-
mulas in the Brillouin-type perturbation theory:

4 o= (1+TpV+ TpVTpV+ ' ') (pp,
(122)

fSy=Eo+(pp[ V+ VToV+ VTpVTpU+ ' ' '
[ (po) ~

Introducing the notations

Xp= (Tov)'v'o «+~=(v'oI VIX'& (123)

one has consequently

Z X)) hl Ep+Z ek

provided that the two series are convergent. The func-
tions Xo, Xl, X2, X3, ~ ~ are interrelated by the recursion
formula xi~a= Tpvxp. According to (72), one has
P(8—Hp)To= 8, which leads to the relation

One obtains

2n

V Q (Tpv) pi(VTp) "t'(ToV)"&t& V Q(Tov) p. (129)
Pc=0

For the evaluation of the term containing 3', one may
use anyone of the methods developed in the previous
section. The result implies that it is possib1e to obtain
a, lower bound for t to any accuracy desired. Formula
(129) is based on a combination of the perturbation
results expressed in (127) with Aronszajn's idea" of
obtaining a lower bound by means of an "inner
projection. "

It is possible to get an estimate of the remainder by
using only such quantities which normally enters into
Brillouin's perturbation theory. Using formula (108)
and making the special choice i=X= (Xp,xy, xp ' 'Xm —g),
we obtain

or
~(@—&o)xp+z= ~VXp

(~ +0)x&+1 Uxk ek+1%0 ~ (125)

(&, I (VT,)-~ (T.V)-l „&
= (p, I (VT,).v IX»-'(XI v(T, v)"

I ~o&

=etc' 'n (130)

This implies that, starting from Xo= po, one may suc-
cessively derive the functions Xl, X2, X&, ~ by solving
inhomogeneous equations of the type (125). The quan-
tities introduced in this way may now be used in esti-
mating lower bounds to the energy.

Let us return to the exact relation (117), which is
valid regardless of whether the infinite expansion is
convergent or not. From (115) and (86) follows that

0& (VTo)~~(Tov)~& (VTp).v(Tov)~, (126)

which leads to the inequality

2n —1

so that
~kl le+i+1 ~Ip+h+2 ) (131)

Cl —C2)

C2—Cg)

2 —3) ' ' ') m

4)
(132)

Xm M+1) ~m+1 m+2) ' '
) 2m ~2m+1

According to (129), this gives the estimate

('pp~ (UTo) V~X& (p +1 e +2 ' ' ' en+ ) is a,

row vector of order zzz, and cL=(X~ V—VTpV ~X) is a,

matrix of order zzz&(zzz with the elements (k, l=0, 1,
2, , zzz —1).

V Q (ToV)"«& V Q(Tov)", (127) 2n

&i&Eo+P ep+zz'a '~. (133)
which shows that lower and upper bounds for the re-
action operator t are provided by the partial sums of the
Brillouin expansion (118) to even and odd orders in V,
respectively. This theorem is, of course, true only for
V)0, whereas, for a negative-definite perturbation
U&0, all terms in (118)would be negative-definite, and
the partial sums would form a monotonically decreasing
set of operators.

If 8 is chosen as an upper bound to the energy E, the
quantity hi=Eo+(o)o(z~ p)o& is going to be a lower
bound to the same energy and, using (124) and (127),
one obtains

n+1

( Cn+2e))+z)en+z, ' '
) en+m) X 0

0

P. +
2m

' m+1

For n=m= 1, one has, for instance,

&i&Eo+ei+ez+eP/ (ez —ep) . (134)

It is easily shown that, for a given m) the formulas
(133) for zz=0, 1, 2, , zzz are all identical. This de-
pends on a simple identity valid for e&m:

~i&Eo+g ep. (128)
Z ep+(e.+z,e~p, , ez )a ' +', (135)

k=2 n+I

The partial sums of even orders form hence a set of
lower bounds to 81 and hence also to the energy E.

A still better lower bound for the remainder in (117)
may be obtained by using the rela, tion t'&t, where t' is
the inner projection of 3 de6ned by the Eqs. (98)—(101).

which is proven in Appendix D. For a given e, on the
other hand, one obtains an increasing series of lower
bounds by successively choosing vs= 1, 2, 3, 4, , re-
spectively. We note that, in formula (133) for zzz=zz,

only the quantities e), up through k = 2zz+ 1 are involved.
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In conclusion, we note that we are here dealing with
a Brillouin-type perturbation theory which contains a
variable parameter 8 and a function Bi=&o+(po~~~ pio)

defined by (70) such that the pair 8, Si bracket a true
eigenvalue E. The quantity h~ will hence provide a
lower bound to E, if h is chosen as an upper bound to
E, for instance, by means of the variation principle.
By using convenient lower bounds to the operator t,
one can then obtain lower estimates of the number

( yp ( t
~ happ) leading to such practically useful lower

bounds to P. as are given by (128) and (133).We note
that the conventional Brillouin perturbation theory is
limited to the point 8~= B=E, and that our results
may be applied to the partial sums also in this case.

T= P/(8 EI)=—
(Eo—IIp) —U'

(138)

=Ro+RoV'T= Ro Q(U'Ro)".
k=p

For the reaction operator (69), one is hence led to the
expansion

t= V+ VRp Q (V'Rp)'U.
k=p

(139)

Of particular interest is the value of the variable 8 for
which Bi= B=E=Po+(pojt( Ipo). This special value
may be found from (139) by iteration. Arranging the
terms in powers of V, one obtains

&= 4+4+4+&4+ (140)

(o~f~ i'&o)= &i+o2+&p+&4+. ' ', (141)

with the notation oi ——(~pp~ tk~ pop). A study of the right-
hand member of (139) gives immediately the result

Iso),
(142)

tg= V,
t2 ——VRpV, op

——(pop I
URpV

to= VRp(U —oi)RpV, ~ ~ ~

f4= VRp(U oi)Rp(V —oi)RpV opVRp V&—
The corresponding formula for the wave operator S'

'7. UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDS FOR
EIGENVALUES IN THE SCHRODINGER-

TYPE PERTURBATION THEORY

The Schrodinger-type perturbation theory is based
on the use of a reduced resolvent of the form

Rp ——P/(k. p
—IIp) . (136)

Instead of expanding T in powers of V, it is now con-
venient to expand T in powers of the quantity

V'= V—(h —Ep) . (137)

By means of (40) and the use of the identity (87), one
obtains

1+Wl+W2+Wp+ is directly obtained from the
relation t= Ut/V, which gives

8 g=RpV,

Wo=Rp(V —oi)RpV,

Wp=Rp(V o—i)Rp(V o—i)RpV o—pVRpoV,

(143)

T=V 9V '—V '. (146)

According to (96), one has the inequality 0(](V and,
consequently, one obtains the rough bounds

—V '(T(0, (147)

showing that T is a negative-definite operator. If more
detailed properties of the fundamental operator T are
needed, it is usually more convenient to study T directly
without reference to the reaction operator t, and such
an investigation will be carried out in a forthcoming
paper. However, the considerations given are sufhcient
for our purpose here.

Substitution of the lower bound —V ' for the opera-
tor T in (147) into the expression for the reaction
operator t based on (145)

&= V+ VRoV+ VRoV'RoV+ URoV'TV'RoV, (148)

leads to formulas for lower bounds to b& and the energy
E, which are practically useful if V ' is a simple opera-
tor. However, since they contain terms which usually
do not appear in Schrodinger's perturbation theory
e.g. , of the form (8 Ep)'VRpV 'RpV, we w—ill try also
a different approach.

Analogous to (79), one has the following spectral reso-
lution of the reduced resolvent:

-
I p")(o''I

A:=l. Ep —P A.

and substituting this expression into (142) and (143),
one obtains the conventional formulas for the energy
E=Eo+oi+op+op+ . and the eigenfunction@=Wpp
in Schrodinger's perturbation theory.

In order to derive lower bounds for the energy in
terms of the quantities occurring in Schrodinger's
perturbation theory, we will keep 8 as a variable pa-
rameter and study the function 8&. Utilizing the "sym-
metric" identity (89) for the expansion of T, we get

T=Ro+ Ro V'Ro+ RoV'TV'Ro. (145)

This relation indicates that it is impor tant to obtain
rough upper and lower bounds for T, since they may
then be used to derive improved bounds, etc.

As before, we will consider the case of a positive-
definite perturbation V&0 which is such that one can
determine an upper bound 8 to the ground state which
satisfies the inequality 8(E& . This is, for instance, the
case if Eoo+(pio~ V

~
&po)(Bio. Using (69) and the fact

that V ' exists, one obtains
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FIG. 4. Situation of some
characteristic points on the
energy axis.

Let us instead start from formula (74) which to-
gether with the relation VT=-)Tp gives

T= To+TotTo (149)

The previous inequality for t leads immediately to the
relation Tp&T&Tp+TpVTp and combination with the
upper bound from (147) leads to the simple estimate

Tp& T(0. (150)

However, since Schrodinger's perturbation theory works
in terms of Ep and not Tp, it is necessary to modify even
this lower bound. For this purpose, it is convenient to
compare the spectral resolutions of Tp and Ep term for
term.

Comparison between the operators Tp and Rp. If the
unperturbed Hamiltonian Hp has the eigenvalues Ji I,

'
and the eigenfunctions pI, with the associated projec-
tion operators Ok' ——

~
~tko)(qk'~ which form a resolution

of the identity, one has according to (79) and (144) the
following spectral resolutions:

Tp
b —H A=1 b —EI,0

OI„-'

R =0
E IJ0 A;

—1 It 0
—j~'~0

Since the eigenvalues to II0 are arranged in increasing
order, one has immediately the inequality

(153)

This gives the transformation

Tp ——p kk
k=1 Ep —EA.

OA,
'

=ki P-
7c=l g1 Ep —EI,

)ki P(&k /(Eo —Ek ))=&1RO,
k=1

Tp) &1~0 ~

According to (150), we have thus the inequality

(154)

g1Rp~~ T&0) (155)

which gives a rough but still convenient lower bound
to T. The coefficient ~i defined by (152) or the alter-

As before, we will assume that the upper bound b is
situated in the interval Ep'& b &E1', which implies that
all the terms in Tp and Rp are negative-definite (see
Fig. 4). Let us now introduce a set of positive numbers

~I, defined by the relation

~k= (Ek' —Ep)/(Ek' —h) =1+(h —Eo)/(E"—h) (152)

t= V+ VTV) V+oiVR0U. (158)

For the quantity B,=E0+(000~t~ 000), this gives the
lower bound

hi) Ep+ 01+Kioo ) (159)

where the variable h in z1 has to be an upper bound
e.g. , B=E0+0,. One can now refine this result by pro-
ceeding with the power series expansion in V . Substi-
tuting (155) into (148), one gets

t) V+ VR0V+ VR0V'R0V+riVR0V'R0V'R0V. (160)

In order to insert a proper upper bound, we calculate
the expectation value of H for the first-order wave
function (1+RpV) pp which gives the result

8=Ep+ pi+ (00+00)/(1+ 50), (161)

where bo= (000) UR0'V) 000). Using this value for h and
(160), one obtains a lower bound to h, and to the en-

ergy correct to the fourth order.
Repeated use of (145) and the definition (69) leads

finally to the general formulas

2n—1

T=R0 Q (V'Ro)k+(RoV') "T(V'Ro)", (162)

2n—1

t) U+VRp Q (V'Rp)"U+aiVRp(U'Rp)'"V. (163)

Using the value of the upper bound 8 corresponding to
the expectation value of H with respect to the eth-
order wave function (1+Wi+Wo+ . +W„)000 ac-
cording to (143), one obtains a lower bound to Bi and
the ground-state energy which is correct to the order
(2n+2).

In contrast to the Brillouin theory, the even-order
approximations to the energy in the Schrodinger theory
do not usually form true lower bounds but there are
always remainders of higher order which cannot be
neglected. However, it should be observed that the dis-
cussion of the lower bound of T given here is only

native expression

Ki= (1—(8—Ep)/(Ei —Eo))—', (156)

contains only quantities which anyway occur in the
Schrodinger perturbation theory, and one obtains the
estimate

(1—(E—Ep)/(Ei' —Eo)) '& ~i

& (1—oi/(Eio —Ep) )—'. (157)

The quantity a1 will hence be close to 1, only if the
energy shift is small in comparison to the difference
(Ei Eo ).

I.ozver bounds to the energy. By means of the lower
bound for T in (155), one may now derive a series of
lower bounds of increasing accuracy for the reaction
operator t. Starting from the definition (69), one ob-
tains directly
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meant to be a first sketch, and that the results certainly
can be highly improved. This question will be further
discussed in a forthcoming paper.

Vl V2 Z/rt —Z/rs+ 1/mls (164)

where Z=1, 2, 3, 4, is the atomic number. It is
convenient to make the following separation:

Fio= ( sVt—' Z/r—r)+ (—s Vs —Z/rs);
(165)

V= 1/rts,

and we note that the perturbation V is positive-deinite.
The unperturbed Hamiltonian Ho is separable, and the
eigenfunctions are products of hydrogen-like wave func-
tions associated with the following eigenvalues:

—;Z(1/rP+1/m ), (166)

for e, m= 1, 2, 3, , i.e., with the spectrum

—Z', —0.625Z', —0.555 ~ .Z',
—0.53125Z', . (167)

The unperturbed function q 0 is given by the expression

~ —(Zs/s-) e z(n+rs)—
and one obtains particularly the integral &drool Vl po&

=8Z. The expectation value of FI with respect to pp
gives hence the upper bound for the ground-state energy

8. LOWER BOUNDS TO THE GROUND-STATE
ENERGIES OF THE He-LIKE IONS

As an illustrative example of the methods described
here, we will now derive lower bounds for the ground-
state energies of the He-like ions: He, Li+, Be'+, etc.
This problem has previously been treated by several
authors, "by means of formulas of the type (6) and (7)
given by Temple and D. H. %einstein. Using the
method of intermediate Hamiltonians developed by
A. Weinstein, "the problem has further been studied by
Bazley and Fox" and recently by Gay."

The He-like ions have a nonrelativistic Hamiltonian
which in atomic units' takes the form

sI"P"I e 'f' (173)

where s=rt+rs, 1=rr—rs, u=rrs, and rl is scale Pa-
rameter. Ke will here report the results of some calcu-
lations based on a j space of order v=10 spanned by
the following basic elements:

p
—e—$8

p
—Pe—gs

p
—g2e—ps

pr=sue

po=u'e "',

ps=ue o',

p4= se

po ——u'e s'

ps=Pue s',

P
—1suse s8

(174)

The functions selected are those previously found most
effective in a tenth-order upper-bound calculation on
helium. "The integrals have been evaluated by methods
similar to those used by filets and Cherry. "

The lower bound in (170) for Z=2 is shown as a
function of the scale parameter g for v=1, 2, 3, 10,
in Fig. 1, and we note the nice optimum properties. The
best results for v=10 are collected in Table I and
render good lower bounds obtained with a compara-
tively small amount of effort. The numerical calcula-
tions were performed by Dr. J. G. Gay on the IBM
709 computer at the University of Florida, and his
skillful assistance is gratefully acknowledged.

Further lower-bound applications concluded at the

where f' is an "inner projection" of f, according to (98).
Because of the particularly simple form of the operator
V '=rrs, we will here apply formulas (111)—(114) for
a=8 and an arbitrary sPace j=(jr,js, j„), which
gives

&o ol1'I o o&= (h —&o)'&o olj&& '&il o o),

where d ' is the inverse of the eth order matrix

&= &il (@ FFo)V—'(& FFo) li—)—&il &—FFoli&

+(6—&o)&il o o&&o oli) (172)

In the evaluation of (171) we will use the same type of
function jI, as has previously been introduced by
Hylleraas" in studying the upper bounds

8= —Z'+ sZ, (169) TABLE L Ground states of helium and helium-like
positive ions; atomic units.

showing that the ground-state energy will certainly lie
below the energy of the erst excited unperturbed state
—0.625Z' if Z)5/3. One can hence apply the theory
developed in this paper to the case of Z= 2, 3, 4, 5,
whereas the case Z= 1 has to be treated separately and
will be studied in a forthcoming paper.

Lower bounds to the ground-state energy are here
given by the formula (70) which will be used in the
form

@r +0+ & o o I
t

I v o) &&o+ & ~o I

1'
I v o) (17o)

rs I. G. Gay, University of Florida Quantum Theory Project,
Report 49, 1964 (unpublished); Phys. Rev. 155, A1220 (1964)."H. Shull and G. G. Hall, Nature 184, 1559 (1959).

System

He
Li+
Qe2+
33+
C4+

Lower bound'

—2.90592—7.28444—13.66269—22.04074—32.41864

Upper boundb

—2.903721—7.279910—13.655563—22.030968—32.406243

"E. A. Hylleraas, Z. Physik 48, 469 (1929)."S. Chandrasekhar and G. Herzberg, Phys. Rev. 91, 1172
(1953)."L.W. Wilets and I. J. Cherry, Phys. Rev. 103, 112 (1956).

a Results of this paper. Calculations were of tenth order optimized with
respect to g.

b Quoted from E. A. Hylleraas and J. Midtdalg Phys. Rev. 109, 1013
(1958).
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FIG. 5. Lower bounds to the helium ground state as a function
of the scaling parameter g. The numbers associated with each
curve indicate the order of the calculation, i.e., the number of
elements in the basis j.

University of Florida include a study of the symmetric
and asymmetric anharmonic oscillators by Professor
Charles Reid and an investigation of the double-
minimum potential problem by Carlos and Annik
Bunge. The results obtained so far have been greatly
encouraging, and further work is in progress.

9. DISCUSSION

The bracketing theorem in the partitioning tech-
nique for treating eigenvalue problems is here used to
construct lower bounds for the energy eigenvalues. Our
study is partly inspired by the excellent work by
Professor Alexander %einstein" and his school, and
particularly by the recent papers by Bazley and Fox."
Even if we have here tried to avoid the use of the
"intermediate Hamiltonians" in order to escape the
explicit ordering of the eigenvalues, we have utilized
Aronszajn's idea" for constructing lower bounds to a
positive-definite operator by means of an "inner pro-
jection. " In the Brillouin-type perturbation theory for
U&0, the even-order approximations turn out to give
lower bounds, but the inner-projection technique renders
still a powerful tool for estimating the remainders.

The results indicate that, if one only has a truncated
basic set in Hilbert space at disposal for solving a
specific eigenvalue problem, one can determine upper
bounds by means of the variation principle and lower
bounds by using the method described. Some of the
disadvantages connected with the fact that every basis
has to be truncated in the numerical applications have
hence been removed.

Our study is only meant as a first sketch which'leaves
room for many improvements. In the treatment of the
perturbed Hamiltonian H =Ho+ U, we have, e.g., chosen
the unperturbed eigenfunction q 0 as our reference func-

tion y without questioning whether such a choice is
feasible. The general considerations in connection with
relation (51) indicate that one will get improved upper
and lower bounds in the series h, b&, b2, b3, ~, only
if (pl&)(1, i.e., if the reference function p contributes
more than 50% to the eigenfunction desired. It seems
hence worthwhile to try to modify the perturbation
treatment, so that one can choose a reference function y
which is a good approximation to the true eigenfunction
as a starting point for evaluating lower bounds. This
problem will be treated in a forthcoming paper.

We have here concentrated our interest on a study of
lower bounds for ground-state energies in the case of
positive definite perturbations V, which satisfy the
re»tion&0+(qol Ul po)(FP. The methodbreaks down
and has to be modi6ed, if there are several unperturbed
energies of the same symmetry type situated below the
ground-state energy of the perturbed system. Another
important problem is associated with the evaluation of
lower bounds also for the excited states of the per-
turbed system. In both cases, one may proceed either
by making a more careful choice of the reference func-
tion q or by increasing the order of the associated linear
manifold described by the projection operator 0. These
problems will be further discussed elsewhere.

(A1)

where we will determine the coefficients aj„which are
conveniently arranged in a column vector a, so that
the length of the "remainder" g becomes a minimum:

(g l g) =minimum.

In this connection it is feasible to introduce a column
c defined by the relation

c=a-'f'F, (A3)

or c~=g~(A ')~~(fglF). This implies also the relations
ftF=ckc and Ftf=ctA. From (A1)—(A3), one obtains
directly

(g I g) = (F-fa) t(F-«)
=FtF—Ftfa —atftF+ atftfa (A4)
=FtF ctcLa —attic+ ath a—
=FtF ctLc+ (c—a)trL(c —a). —

The last term in (A4) is positive-definite, and one has

APPENDIX A: PROJECTION OPERATORS
ON A LINEAR MANIFOLD

I.et us consider a linear manifold M„of order e
which is spanned by a set of e linearly independent
vectors f= (f1,fg, f3, f„) having the metric matrix
A=ftf with the elements AI, ~

——(fI, l f~) and the prop-
erties A~= 4 and A)0. I.et further F be an element
which does not necessarily belong to the subspace M„,
and let us try to express Ii in the form
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hence the inequality

(g I g)&(FIF)—c'Ac&0.

form
»tn llF —O,.I' ll

=0,
gg-MOQ

(A13)

The minimum is achieved for the special choice a= c
= A 'ftF, and we note the relation

defining the concept of "convergence in mean. " Of a
diRerent character is the "resolution of identity"

(FlF)& g cI,*Ay(cg,
k, l=l

(A6)
1= limO„,

n-+oo
(A14)

F=fA 'ftF+g;
=OF+ gmin ~

where we have introduced the operator

0= fA-'ft.

(A7)

(AS)

It satishes the fundamental relations

which is a generalization of Bessel's inequality to a
nonorthogonal basis. Substituting a=c in (A1), we
obtain the expansion

since it corresponds to the actual expansion theorem.
It should be observed that the physical interpreta-

tions of quantum theory are as a rule based on Parseval's
relation and the concept of the convergence in mean.
For the sake of simplicity, one is still often using the
expansion theorem, the resolution of the identity or the
spectral resolution of an operator, but a closer investiga-
tion often reveals that one is using tools which are
unnecessarily strong for physical results to be obtained.
In our study, however, we will follow the conventional
pattern.

O'=0, Ot=O, Tr(O) =I, (A9) APPENDIX B: VARIATIONS SUBJECT
TO A CONSTRAINT

and it will be characterized as the projection operator
on the linear manifold 3f„sp naend by the set f
=(f&,f2, f ) Accord.ing to (A7), one has further
g;„=(1—O)F and

(g lOF)=0 (A10)

»n. (F l1—O„lF)=0,
+~Op

(A12)

where 0„ is the projection operator for the 6nite set
(f~,f2,f3, ~ f„). This is a direct generalization of
Parseval's relation, and it may also be written in the

FIG. 6. Projection of an arbitrary
vector F on a given subspace.

showing that g;„ is orthogonal to the projection OF
(see Fig. 6). Formula (A7) gives hence the resolution
of an arbitrary element F into its projection on a given
linear manifold M „and a remainder which is orthogonal
to this manifold.

By means of (A3) and (AS), one Ands that ctckc
=Ftf& 'AA 'ftF=F—tOF. A—ccording to (AS), one may
hence write the generalization of Bessel's inequality in
the form F~F&FtOIi, or

(F l»&(F lolF) (A11)

An in6nite set f= (fq, f&,f3, ) is 6nally said to be
complete if, for all elements F having a norm, one has

(ulOtAOlu) (ul A. lu)

(ulOlu) (ulOlu)
(B2)

The variation principle 5I=0 leads immediately to the
relation (3—IO)u=0 or

AN=IN, (B3)

i.e., an eigenvalue problem of the type (13). The ex-
treme values of I are hence given by the eigenvalues
a&, a» a, , of the operator 3 and, according to (14),
they ful611 the inequality a&& a&, which means that the
constraint raises the eigenvalues and hence also the
extreme values of the integral /.

Following YVeinstein, "one can reformulate the prob-
lem by putting (1—O)u=0, i.e., by requesting that
the functions I are orthogonal to the manifold de-
scribed by the projection operator I'=4 —O. This is
particularly convenient if the manifold associated with
0 is of infinite order, whereas the manifold associated
with I' is of 6nite order, say e. If the latter is spanned
by a linearly independent set of elements

p (P&&P»P3&
' P&)

with the metric matrix 4= y~p, the projection operator
P has the form

I,et 3 be a self-adjoint operator bounded from below,
and let us consider the extreme values of the integral

I= (u l
A

l u)/(u l u), (81)

when I is subject to the constraint that it should belong
to the subspace of 0, i.e., ON=8, where 0 is the pro-
jection operator for a given linear manifold. Introducing
an arbitrary function I, one can put n= ON, which gives
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(A I)u—=I'Au= pa, (85)

where a=4 'I ~Auis a column vector of order e. For all
values of I different from the eigenvalues of A, the op-
erator (A —I) 'exists, andoneobtainsu=(A —I) 'pa.
However, since the orthogonality constraint may be
given the form pal=0, one gets immediately

pt(A —I) 'pa=0, (86)

which is a linear equation system in the unknown vector
a of order e. It has a nontrivial solution if and only if
detfpt(A —I) 'p}=0, i.e.,

det((pkl(A —I) 'I pl&}=o, (87)

The constraint E'u=0 implies that u should be or-
thogonal to the given functions Pi, P2, P„, i.e., a
finite number of conditions. Equation (83) now takes
the form(1 —E)Au=Iu, i.e.,

where 0= Imp)(ypI and f is an upper bound smaller
than or equal to Ep+(ppIVI&pp). Relaxing this condi-
tion one step more, one can say that the convergence
criterion (C1) is certainly satisfied, if the positive
perturbation U ful fIls the inequality

v&810—8, (C5)

for any upper bound 8. A more detailed study of the
convergence properties of the Brillouin series is desired.

m—1

APPENDIX D: AN ALGEBRAIC IDENTITY

According to the definitions in connection with rela-
tion (130), the quantity at=(e„+i,c+2, e+) is a
row vector of order m, for which we temporarily will
use the more specific symbol at(u, m) stating the two
indices involved. The quantity of interest is of the form

where k, l= 1, 2, 3, . e. This equation in the unknown
quantity I gives the eigenvalues to the operator A. The
determinant in the left-hand member is known as
%einstein's determinant, and the associated function
in the complex variable I has been studied in great
detail. "

APPENDIX C: CONVERGENCE OF THE
BRILLOUIN EXPANSION

The Brillouin-type perturbation theory is based on

theinfinite expansion(119), whichisconvergentif and
onlyif the criterion(120) is fulfilled:

2 e+k+1(~ )klepi 1.
k, l=0

Using (131), oneobtainsfor u&m theidentity

err+i+1 (err+i+1 err+i+2)+(err+1+2 ~n+1+3)

+ +(~m+1 tm+1+1)+Cnr+1+1
m—n—1

~l, n+r+&m+l+1r
r=o

which leads to the relations

(D1)

(D2)

1(U1(2T Vl(2(+1 (C1)
m—1

Z=O

m—n—1

(~ )kl~n+1+1 2 4,n+r+Z &m+l+lr (D3)

Since TO is negative-definite, one has only to study the
left-hand part which may be written in the form
V'('( —Tp)V'(2&1. For the positive-definite operator
—T(), we have previously derived a decreasing series of
upper bounds —Tp(p) for p=0, 1, 2 which are

givenbyrelation(84):

m—1

en+k+1(~ )kl~n+l+1
(c, l=0

m—n—1

r=o

m—1

e2n+r+1+ p en+k+1(~ )klem+l~l
k, t=0

—Tp(0)=I'/(Eip —h),

—Tp(1)= +
jV20—

(C2)

m—n—1

s=0

m—n—1

e2n+r+1+ Z en+m+a+1

+ p em+k+1(+ )klem+1+1 ~

Ip, l=0

where 8=1—Ipp)(ypI. If theinequality

—V'"Tp(p) V"2&1 (C3)

would be fulfilled for any p, one could hence be sure
that the convergence criterion(C1) wouldbe satisfied.
For p=Or the relation (C3) takes the form U'"PU"'
(E1—b ol

k=2 n+1
ek+nt(m, m)~ 'n(223, 2(3), (D4)

Hence, one has for e&m the algebraic identity

n'(u, m)a 'n(unz)

V—V1~2OV»2(Z, O—b', (C4) whichis theresultdesired.


